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Abolfazl Naseri
17:26 18 May 23





[image: Tracy Deacon]
Tracy Deacon
19:48 18 Oct 22

I found Ponders Travel when I asked for travel agent recommendations on Facebook.Millie couldn’t have been more helpful when helping me choose the right hotel for our holiday to Madeira. Having just returned from an amazing week I can say we stayed in the perfect hotel, in the perfect location. Millie took care of all the travel details for us so there was absolutely no stress. She also shared her personal knowledge of Madeira  to give me loads ideas of places to visit / things to do.Since booking this trip I have made 2 further bookings (short breaks to Ibiza and Amsterdam) with Millie and I think I can safely say the days of me booking my own travel arrangements are well and truly over.



[image: Phil Calderbank]
Phil Calderbank
08:36 28 Apr 22

Superb! Millie booked a family holiday within 24 hours for a short notice break  We didn't really know where we wanted to go (as long as it was sunny) and Millie helped us choose an all-inclusive break in Rhodes. She was very patient and helpful as we changed our minds several times. Definitely recommend and will use again.
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[image: Khwetshube Xhanga]
Khwetshube Xhanga23:13 14 Jun 23

My personal experience has been excellent,Trade with Mrs Winifred Demetrius  i got my profits recently, no fees charges for my withdrawal zero funding of unnecessary payments, i recommend you associate with her to guide you through cryptocurrency trading,                                                                                                                                       WhatsApp: +1 (612) 470-8231
Email: [email protected]



[image: Lynn Hartwig]
Lynn Hartwig17:01 31 Jan 23

Always book with Ponders. Great team and always give first class service. Thank you!



[image: Jonathan Wrigley]
Jonathan Wrigley19:53 19 Sep 22

Would highly recommend Ponders Travel! Thank you so much to Millie for finding us an amazing holiday earlier this year - with just some dates, a budget and an ask to find us some great holiday options, they did just that and found us a fantastic hotel in an amazing place and thought of lots of things to make it an easy and fantastic holiday! Thanks!



[image: Kholo Philly]
Kholo Philly04:19 20 Jun 22

I will always advice that when you want to trade in forex/stock and crypto currency market, you should seek the assistance of a well-Experienced and Expert in the trading market. I've been trading with Mrs Jessica Wayne and it as been nice working with her. she's indeed a Guru in the trading market. I have been able to make $18,000 of profit trading with her techniques with just a deposit of $1,500 within a week. it assured you would earn good returns when you trade with Jessica Contact her 
Email: [email protected]
WhatsApp:+1 (918) 609-3473



[image: Louise Andrews]
Louise Andrews16:27 16 Jun 22

We have just returned from the trip of a lifetime in Madeira to celebrate my birthday. The whole trip was quite simply perfect.  The holiday, without a doubt, was the most amazing holiday of my life.  “The boy did good”, with some help from Ponders, just does’t seem enough, it was absolutely incredible.  Madeira is completely underrated, and we will 100% return in the future.  I managed to get all the way onto the plane before I even knew where I was going!
Thank you so much to everyone at Ponders for helping my husband create the most amazing mini break.



[image: Louisa Pretious]
Louisa Pretious16:29 12 May 22

Thank you so much to Millie for helping us book our honeymoon! We had an absolutely amazing time cruising the Caribbean and wouldn’t have been able to do it without all of her help! Highly recommend!



[image: Sheryl Rodwell]
Sheryl Rodwell15:24 02 Dec 21

Thank you so much to Clare and Megan for organising us the most memorable trip ever.

The kids absolutely loved it and everything was so well organised and run so smoothly! All questions were answered promptly and in detail and it was so reassuring knowing we were in safe hands!

Thank you so so much for all of your help, expert advice and support. We can’t wait to book our next trip with Ponders very soon. xx



[image: Michelle Bryan Pena]
Michelle Bryan Pena21:02 25 Oct 21

I just wanted to give Ponders Travel a huge shout out. They made my year by arranging and then rearranging and rearranging again my holiday.  Yes u can use Internet sites but you don't get the personal attention or service.  Well done ladies



[image: Sally Champion]
Sally Champion15:40 29 Apr 21

A HUGE personal THANK YOU to Ponders Travel, to Clare Dudley Adams & Megan for everything, from all of us - most important travel arrangements ever for us all ❤❤❤
Anyone out there looking for a recommendation - Ponders Travel are the absolute BEST! ✅✅✅



[image: Donna Lee]
Donna Lee19:50 03 Mar 21

Excellent service, friendly staff, can’t wait to cruise again with you. Lee Academy 💜



[image: Susan Attwood]
Susan Attwood17:23 04 Feb 21

What can we say! 
These wonderful ladies are truly fantastic and we would not entertain looking elsewhere for another travel company.
They have booked us short  UK trips, European breaks to cruises and even arranged our wedding for us in Miami,  before going onto Buenos Aires then on the Regent South American venture for our honeymoon! 
We certainly set Clare and the girls a challenge! We could not have envisaged unforeseen problems getting married in Miami but Clare went beyond the line of duty to make sure our day was memorable! You wouldn’t get that service with any high street travel company.
A first class service and part of the family now!



[image: Demi Skutela-Hawes]
Demi Skutela-Hawes15:17 30 Oct 20

Absolutely amazing service at Ponders Travel! Would highly recommend. They are always happy to help!!



[image: Shirley Cooper]
Shirley Cooper12:21 07 Oct 19

Having just come back from an escorted cruise to the Norwegian fjords with Clare and Paul. Nothing was too much trouble from being picked up from home and return to all the care and fun on board. Now looking forward to our next escorted trip in July



[image: Charlotte Grange]
Charlotte Grange10:22 05 Aug 19

With life being so busy and Ponders on our high street, we thought we would try a travel agent after many years of booking everything ourselves. 
They searched the destinations we’d requested and gave us a short list, this saved us so much time. Everyone at Ponders was lovely and our holiday in France was perfect. 
We would highly recommend and will definitely use them again.



[image: Sarah MacNay]
Sarah MacNay14:15 31 Jul 19

Clare, and her team at Ponders, has now organised 5 dance school cruises for us. Numbers have ranged from 25 to 86 people travelling. Service is always friendly and efficient and nothing is a problem to this fantastic team. I look forward to organising cruise number 6 for 2021.



[image: Christine Proctor]
Christine Proctor10:16 25 May 19

Just returned from a brilliant short break in Porto, organised by the wonderful Clare and Lorraine . Arrived at airport on Sunday to find flight cancelled back to Manchester - within 15 mins on the phone to Clare had rebooked a flight back and found us another hotel back in Porto . Brilliant out of hours  service!!!! Don and Christine Proctor



[image: Angela Taylor]
Angela Taylor08:43 14 Dec 18

Yvonne Allen at Ponders travel xx patient, professional & precise 😎



[image: Roger Faires]
Roger Faires22:33 21 Nov 18

We're extremely grateful to Becci at Ponders for her help in booking a trip to the Maldives to celebrate my wife's 50th birthday. Becci managed to find the exact experience we were looking for and was very helpful in answering any questions we had. Thoroughly enjoyed our trip and can't recommend Ponders highly enough.



[image: Graham Knight]
Graham Knight15:40 01 Oct 18

Service is second to none!



[image: Sarah Crannis]
Sarah Crannis09:34 29 Sep 18

Becci at Ponders was a fantastic support to us in booking our trip to Peru with G Adventure. I normally book everything myself but the prices were competitive and we had that extra peace of mind going through a travel agent.  I will be booking all my adventures though Ponders from now on, thanks Becci and the team we had a trip of a lifetime!



[image: Pete Tonks]
Pete Tonks05:16 15 Sep 18

We have not used a travel agent in years but with things being so busy right now and the fact that we knew Becci and had heard good things about her, we decided to go for it for our holiday to Spain earlier this year. 

We gave her our brief and left her to it. 

From the minute we left our door at home, everything ran like clockwork and we did not have to organise a thing! 

This was pre-flight hotel, taxis, hire car (amazing upgrade Becci!), flights, villa the lot.... 

I would 100% recommend booking with Becci and Ponders because they can offer and deliver a truly personal and bespoke service which is refreshing nowadays.

Pete xxx



[image: Victoria Winship]
Victoria Winship11:59 15 Aug 18

We have just returned from a Cruise onboard Columbus around the Norwegian Fjords. We had a large group travelling with 22 dancers performing 2 shows onboard. This was quite a specialist trip and so there was lots to organise. Ponders were extremely helpful and efficient throughout the whole process and nothing was too much trouble for them. The whole trip went so smoothly and everyone had the most amazing experience - truly a trip of a lifetime!! Thank-you to the Ponders team for everything!!



[image: Nadia Wescombe]
Nadia Wescombe16:32 09 Mar 18

We have just got back from a trip to Budapest. Becci was fantastic! 
Best prices locally, organised a wonderful hotel in the centre of the city, pick up and drop off from and to the airport in Budapest very smooth, supplied a list of fantastic places to visit and even organised a special treat for our superior rooms. 
Becci kept us calm and kept us up to date with the weather and what was happening with flights leaving the uk due to the snow and she was doing this late at night and early morning which goes above and beyond in customer service. 
We had a fantastic time and would recommend Becci at Ponders Travel to all of our friends, family and clients. Superb customer care. Thank you from us all at The Salon St Ives �



[image: Roger Nourse]
Roger Nourse06:31 15 Oct 17

I live in Port Lincoln South Australia and have just returned from a cruise on the QE2 and 3+ weeks in the UK. I rarely provide reviews but Ponders staff - Lorraine Bainbridge specifically - gave such good service that I am happy to give public feedback. I was initially nervous about making arrangements from such a distance but after skyping several times I was confident to work through Ponders. My wife and I are relatively independent "value" travellers and the deal for the cruise and the back-up I received was excellent. Further advice and connections that were provided for my travel by car through Scotland and England was the same. They will certainly get our business in the future.



[image: Jeanette Fenn]
Jeanette Fenn09:07 03 Oct 17

We have just had an amazing break to Barcelona.  Thankyou Lorraine for organising this for us. You have taken away all the worry of booking. Thankyou.  We will certainly booking with you again xx



[image: Harriet Grundy]
Harriet Grundy16:52 26 Sep 17

Lorraine and the team helped to book our 2 week get away to America. We had no clue where we wanted to go but they were so helpful in helping us decide, they booked it quickly and efficiently, with great, affordable hotels. We even had the panic of hurricane Irma disrupting our holiday, and they were so quick to e-mail reassuring us we'd be okay and they would take care of us if anything was to change, luckily everything went to plan! As a family, we are definitely using them again for our future holidays.



[image: Sarah Walt]
Sarah Walt20:38 08 Sep 17

Back from an amazing 2 days in Venice followed by a 7 day NCL cruise around the Greek islands with my husband and 4 children. 
The children are aged between 18 and 8 and all had so much to do. The food was amazing and the places we visited were fantastic. It is amazing waking up in a different place every day and was excellent value as every drink, slushy, ice cream, crepe is included so you know exactly what you are paying up front. The teenage club was fantastic and our 14 year old boy made so many friends on the first day that we hardly saw him!! 
All the transfers organised by ponders were spot on and I would recommend them as a company to anyone. Will be using them to book next year's holiday without a doubt!!



[image: Melanie Barnes]
Melanie Barnes13:19 05 Sep 17

I have already recommended Ponders Travel to family and friends and will continue to do so.  They arranged our three week holiday to America this summer.  The itinerary was complicated but everything was organised perfectly.  Absolutely faultless!



[image: Harris Poullaides]
Harris Poullaides15:58 10 May 17

Expertly organised trip to Morocco. The Riad we stayed in was excellent and our agent was more than willing to offer his advice on all matters.



[image: Nigel Brooke-Smith]
Nigel Brooke-Smith16:17 09 May 17

Just back from a fantastic Venice cruise organised and hosted by Clare at Ponders. We had a great time and could not fault the organisation and service. Thanks Clare and Paul and we look forward to travelling with you in the future.



[image: Biró György]
Biró György16:28 01 Feb 17

The Ponders Travel is not only a travel office but a good friend for the travelers! Thanks a lot, Katie und George



[image: Nada Darwish]
Nada Darwish13:19 04 Aug 15

I came across Ponders website by a Google search. I wanted to take a cruise and needed to travel by the next 6 days. I live in the Middle East but that wasn't a problem. Zoltan, a travel consultant chatted with me online and guided me through cruises options. The next day, Zoltan finalized everything in a short matter of time. Highly recommended and loved how efficient their travel agent was. Thank you!
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            [image: New Dates & Departure Airports Added for Our Popular Snowmobile Voyager Tour to Lapland!  Embark on an unforgettable adventure with our Snowmobile Voyager Tour to Lapland! We are thrilled to announce that we have added new dates and departure airports due to popular demand, making it even easier for you to participate in this exhilarating journey. Whether you're a seasoned adventurer or a first-time explorer, this tour promises an immersive experience filled with adrenaline and wonder. Don't miss out on this opportunity to chase the Northern Lights and discover the magic of Lapland like never before.  Norwich flights  Tue 17 Dec 24, 3-nights from £1329pp Wed 5 Feb 25, 3-nights from £1254pp  Deposit £200pp Call ☎️ 01954232802 or email 📧 sales@ponderstravel.co.uk for more details! #offers #europe #luxury #ski #touringadventure #weddinghoneymoon]
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            [image: How many of you lead hectic lives, just like me, and when it comes to holidays, you frequently fantasize about a place where you can just escape it all?  I have been craving a week in a villa or apartment. I wanted it to be quiet, with views of the sea, a pool of my own, and the ability to stroll to nearby restaurants and possibly a little town.  A spot to relax while still taking in the surroundings.   I wanted to share a couple of them with you because I was so happy with the variety I found.   If you think like me and would enjoy a holiday like this, please let us know. We would be happy to assist you in finding the ideal holiday.  #offers #africa #beach #europe #tailormade #weddinghoneymoon]
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            [image: Offers!!!!!!! Here are some amazing offers with riverside A company that offers high end luxury river cruise's all over Europe  If this peeks your interest or you wish to know more Call ☎️ 01954232802 or email 📧 sales@ponderstravel.co.uk #offers #europe #hotelbarge #luxury #rivercruise #touringadventure #uk]
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            [image: 🚂 Explore South Africa with Rovos Rail 🚂  This diverse itinerary journeys from Pretoria to Cape Town aboard the iconic Rovos Rail, where clients can indulge in delicious meals and unwind in elegant suites. Along the way, clients will enjoy nights at luxurious hotels and experiences including vineyard tours in the Franschhoek winelands. 🛤️  ⭐ 11 nights from 5,798 per person ⭐  📅 3 nights on board Rovos Rail 🛏️ 1 night at Castello Di Monte, Johannesburg 🛏️ 2 nights at Mont Rochelle, The Cape Winelands 🛏️ 5 nights at Mount Nelson, A Belmond Hotel, Cape Town ✈️ Includes flights, transfers and luggage 🧳 Travel between 1 – 31 Oct 2024 📅 Book by 30 Oct 2024 #offers #africa #citybreak #luxury #rail #safari #tailormade #touringadventure]
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            [image: Amalfi & Sicily Sail & Andrea Bocelli Concert 🚢Departs 5th July 2024 ⚓12-night package from £4,359pp    Visiting: Civitavecchia, Port of Rome (Italy) | At Sea | Lipari, Aeolian Islands (Italy) | Messina, Sicily (Italy) | Amalfi (Italy) | Sorrento (Italy) | Ponza, Pontine Islands (Italy) | Civitavecchia, Port of Rome (Italy) Price Includes: ✅ Return flights from London ✅7-nights full board sailing aboard Star Flyer based in a Category 5 Cabin ✅ 2-night post-cruise stay in Rome ✅Rail from Rome to Pisa ✅ 3-night stay in Pisa ✅ Tickets and transfers to the Andrea Bocelli concert ✅ Overseas transfers ✅Port charges]
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            [image: Wishing for a white Christmas next year? we can make that possible with transun. - 4 nights - 🌍from Monday 25th November 2024 to the 29th November 2024  ❄️When you travel to Finland its a true winter wonderland with fresh fallen snow and 🌌crisp blue skies who wouldn't want to kick there next Christmas off to a bang? from £1169 per person   What's included  - A thermal suit and snow boots to keep for your durations  - full board meal plan  - Return flights with 18kg luggage  - Call of the wild husky safari - Northern lights snowmobiles - reindeer camp   ✨Not only this but there is so much more that you can do to enhance your experience, like ice fishing cross country skiing or even staying in an igloo for a night  if this date doent fit or your looking for something just a little bit different give us a call ☎️ 01954232802 or email 📧 sales@ponderstravel.co.uk for more details!]
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                    			All offers shown are subject to change by the individual operators. Please check with our sales team for latest price and availability.
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